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The Raw
Romance of
Zimbabwe
WORDS MILLIE WALTON
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t’s nighttime in bush and
our truck is making it’s way
back to camp when our guide
Milton receives the call. There’s a
leopard in the area. The headlights
go out and we’re plunged into a
blackness so complete that it feels
as if we too have dissolved with the
light, but as our eyes adjust, and our
ears sharpen, the bush becomes
increasingly animated.
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Fire flies hang in glimmering clusters
and the cicadas’ vibrating song
combines with the bubbling croak
of frogs to creating a wild version
of surround sound. The full beam
of artificial light is out of place here
and is likely to scare away a prowling
predator, especially one who’s the
master of disguise so our weak eyes
have to rely on a single torch beam
sweeping the bush from side to side.
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We catch the gleam of a startled
kudu’s eyes, but the leopard has
moved on or – quite possibly – is
watching us from the dark branches
of a tree. However much you pay,
and however good your guide is,
there are simply no guarantees in
the wild. It’s what makes safari so
exciting – the unpredictability.
Unfortunately though, some of the
game parks in Africa have lost that
unique charm. Whilst the animals
are still wild, the rather nasty side
of tourism, that promises to deliver
a package - in this case, a rhino, an
elephant, a leopard - has meant that
many parks now use trackers to radio
ahead the precise location of an

animal, which the truck happens
to coincidentally come across and
of course, the smaller the park, the
more likely the sighting, so fences
are pulled in ever tighter to limit
the animals’ roaming ground.

That’s not the case with
&Beyond’s newest luxury
camp in Matetsi Private
Game Reserve. Only forty
minutes down winding dust
tracks from Victoria Falls,
this camp is the real deal:
no fences, no guarantees.
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Renowned for it’s luxurious camps across
South Africa, &Beyond’s decision to move back
into Zimbabwe is telling. Once considered the
bread basket of Africa, with the most lucrative
farms on the continent, Zimbabwe has taken
a beating in recent years that, amongst other
things, has severely damaged it’s tourism.
Aside from being quite expensive – following
hyperinflation the Zimbabwean dollar was
replaced with the US dollar in 2009 – it’s also
considered dangerous and more worryingly, a
bit of a nowhere. What does Zimbabwe we have
that Botswana doesn’t? The untouched, raw,
extraordinarily beautiful and mysterious wild.
Check into a suite at &Beyond Matetsi River
Lodge and you’ll know what I mean.
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Whilst taking an outdoor
shower at our suite one
afternoon, I lock eyes with the
leader of a troop of baboons.
Whilst the teenagers of the
group swing in the branches
above, he stalks arrogantly
past, stopping briefly to drink
from our plunge pool with an
attitude that says, ‘This is my
home and I’ll do what I want.
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Experience is central to &Beyond’s
ethos and it extends far beyond the
design of the rooms. The staff are,
without a doubt, the most genuinely
warm and welcoming people. They’re
quietly helpful without being overly
fussy, and extremely knowledgeable
about their surroundings. There are
no menus or set meal times. When
you’re ready to eat, you wander to the
riverside restaurant where your table
is waiting and you can choose from a
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selection of dishes, made with fresh
ingredients and adapted to suit your
specific tastes. On our last morning
we’re surprised with a champagne
breakfast of fresh fruit, pastries and a
traditional braai under a kigelia tree.

A herd of curious giraffe stand watching us
from a distance, their silhouettes surreal and
majestic against the pale blue African sky. 
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Rates start from US$495 per person per night, based on two
guests sharing and including all meals and twice daily game
drives. For more information please visit andBeyond.com >
andbeyond.com

@andbeyondmatetsi
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